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Abstract: Metal sulphides, and in particular transition metal sulphide colloids, are a broad, versatile
and exciting class of inorganic compounds which deserve growing interest and attention ascribable
to the functional properties that many of them display. With respect to their oxide homologues,
however, they are characterised by noticeably different chemical, structural and hence functional
features. Their potential applications span several fields, and in many of the foreseen applications (e.g.,
in bioimaging and related fields), the achievement of stable colloidal suspensions of metal sulphides is
highly desirable or either an unavoidable requirement to be met. To this aim, robust functionalisation
strategies should be devised, which however are, with respect to metal or metal oxides colloids,
much more challenging. This has to be ascribed, inter alia, also to the still limited knowledge of
the sulphides surface chemistry, particularly when comparing it to the better established, though
multifaceted, oxide surface chemistry. A ground-breaking endeavour in this field is hence the detailed
understanding of the nature of the complex surface chemistry of transition metal sulphides, which
ideally requires an integrated experimental and modelling approach. In this review, an overview
of the state-of-the-art on the existing examples of functionalisation of transition metal sulphides is
provided, also by focusing on selected case studies, exemplifying the manifold nature of this class of
binary inorganic compounds.
Keywords: metal sulfides; transition metal sulfides; colloids; nanocrystals; functionalization; surface
chemistry; bioimaging; derivatization; modelling; zinc sulfides; molybdenum sulfides
1. Introduction
The present review aims at providing a broad, though not comprehensive, overview of the
functionalisation of metal (and in particular transition metal) sulphides, focusing on colloidal sulphide
nanocrystals (NC). This wide and diversified class of inorganic materials has been the topic of several
contributions, addressing their synthesis and characterisation [1–36], functionalisation [37–40], surface
chemistry and eventually applications [1,6–11,15,27,30,33,35,41–49].
Nanocrystals present features which are different from those of bulk materials, particularly at the
surface. With respect to bulk surfaces, nanocrystals present different and/or additional properties as a
results of reduced size. In fact, a bulk solid contains only a small percentage of surface atoms; as a
result, broken chemical bonds on the outer part contribute only minimally to material properties [50].
The surface-to-volume ratio increases inversely with shrinking size, and consequently the surface
contribution increases in relevance, eventually becoming dominant. At the nanoscale, reduced size
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can significantly alter some properties (for example optical properties) and generate completely new
effects (such as surface plasmon resonance or size-dependent catalytic activity [51–56].
The review will therefore provide an overview on metal sulphide NCs surface chemistry and on
the functionalisation of these surfaces, with particular emphasis on functionalisation strategies for
biomedical applications, though other application fields will be also mentioned. Ligands exchange
strategies will also be shortly surveyed, though this is not the main focus of the contribution.
Using the above reported state of the art as a starting point, the present work will aim not
only at covering and updating the information addressed by the above quoted references, but also
at complementing the topics addressed by these reviews from three points of view. In particular,
compared to the aforementioned extended reviews, this work will focus on aspects such as:
1. efforts toward the unambiguous characterisation and assessment of metal sulphides surfaces,
which is still an open issue, and a lively debate on it is present in the literature.
2. the development of effective functionalisation strategies for metal sulphides surfaces which
requires a careful consideration of the former point;
3. survey the combination of experimental and computational tools to unravel the exact nature of
functional groups and moieties present on the sulphide surface.
Accordingly, due to the vastness of the topic and to space constraints, in this Review, which has
not the goal to provide a thorough and comprehensive coverage of this huge and widespread field,
only a selection of case studies will be addressed. The whole corpus of works on the topic will be not
considered, as it is extensively reviewed in the aforementioned given references, to which interested
readers are referred.
Nevertheless, a few significant examples of convincingly performed functionalisations will be
reviewed and discussed. The selection has been performed on two levels:
- selected different substrates (i.e., molybdenum, iron, copper and zinc sulphide) were chosen as
examples of functionalised metal sulphides;
- selected functionalisation routes and moieties.
The structure of the Review entails a general introduction on metal sulphides and in particular
on transition metal sulphides, as well as a discussion on the most relevant analogies and differences
with respect to the homologues oxides. This latter part is relevant and functional also to the following
discussion on the comparison of the functionalisation strategies for these two classes of inorganic
colloids, being those for the latter ones (i.e., oxides) well established and thoroughly reported in the
literature. The state-of-the-art in the corresponding field for the sulphides is instead not homogeneous,
incomplete and in many cases contradictory, as explained in Sections 2.2 and 2.4 of this review.
A section dealing with functionalisation of these compounds is then presented. The Section 2.3 deals
with nanocrystals-ligands interactions.
The penultimate (Section 3) is devoted to an overview on selected case studies chosen to demonstrate
the various solutions developed to stabilise transition metal sulphides colloids.
For each analysed substrate (i.e., metal sulphide), a brief description of the most relevant properties
and applications (mainly in the field of bio-related applications such as bioimaging, in the field of
inks and thin films, and in the field of electronics and opto-electronics) of the considered chalcogenide
is provided, followed by relevant state-of-the-art examples. These are indeed selected to present in
the most comprehensive fashion the manifold variability in terms of chemical nature of the surface
and of the moieties used to strongly interact with it. Finally, the last part of the review is devoted to
draw some conclusions, but chiefly to outline possible developments and perspectives in this highly
fascinating field of research.
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2. Transition Metal Sulphides: General Features and Surface Chemistry
In this section, we address firstly (Section 2.1) the main chemical and structural features of metal
sulphides, by outlining the differences and analogies with respect to the homologues with oxygen,
i.e., metal oxides. In the following (Section 2.2), the features of surface of transition metal sulphides,
both as bulk materials as well as nanocrystals are surveyed, by discussing main model systems.
A third sub-chapter, Section 2.3, is devoted to the description of some relevant example and on
the main findings concerning the complex nature of interactions between ligands and nanocrystals
surface. This is a more general part, mostly dealing with oxide NCs, though many considerations
and methodological approaches can be extended to sulphides. In the last Section 2.4, applications of
transition metal sulphides and the main functionalisation approaches to pursue these applications
are reviewed.
2.1. Transition Metal Sulphides: Analogies and Differences with Respect to Transition Metal Oxides
Metal sulphides are a very broad and variable class of binary materials, having the general
formula MxSy [57–61].
The structures and properties of most metal sulphides are remarkably different from those of the
parent metal oxides. This has partially to be ascribed to the stronger covalence of the metal-sulphur
bond, as extensively described in the following (vide infra), which reflects in a broader variety of
accessible structures. For instance, contrary to the oxides homologues, sulphides present also stable
structures characterised by the metal in trigonal-prismatic coordination and by the formation of S-S
bonds, which are instead not observed in the metal oxides [57]. As thoroughly discussed in the
following, the higher polarisability of the sulphide anion with respect to the harder (in Pearson’s
terms, [62]) oxide counterparts enables also the formation of layered structures, such as MoS2 or WS2,
based on van der Waals interactions among the layers.
The main differences in terms of chemical reactivity and properties between metal oxides [63]
and metal sulphides may be rationalised by referring to the different atomic numbers and sizes of
oxygen and sulphur atoms and of the corresponding negative divalent anions (the ionic radius of the
oxide ion ranges between 1.35 and 1.42 Å [64], while the S2− ionic radius amounts to 1.84 Å [64,65].
As a consequence of the larger size of the atoms, sulphur is also characterised by a much higher
average polarisability (αS = 2.90 in units of 10−24 cm3) with respect to oxygen (αO = 0.802 in units of
10−24 cm3) [66], which allows to classify S and O donor atoms as soft and hard, respectively [62]. In this
regard, it can be also useful to remind that the Pauling sulphur electronegativity (2.5) is significantly
lower that the O one (3.5) [67] thus indicating a M–S bond much more covalent than the M–O one.
A further important consequence of the lower electronegativity of sulphur is its lower tendency to form
hydrogen bonds. The higher covalent character of the M–S interaction in MxSy binary compounds
has important consequences on the structures and chemical properties of M sulphides. A thorough
discussion of the structural chemistry in metal and transition metal sulphides is reported in general
inorganic textbooks [57–61].
In some cases, the MxSy structures are quite similar to those of the corresponding oxides (for
instance, the cubic MnO and the most stable polymorph of MnS have the same structure (rock salt),
but quite different chemical and functional features). On the other side, there are several further oxides
and sulphides which, even though characterised by the same stoichiometry, show striking structural
differences. For instance, in the case of Cu(II), the oxide tenorite and the corresponding sulphide
covellite (i.e., CuO vs. CuS) [57,59], though characterized by the same formal 1:1 stoichiometry, feature
very different structural arrangements, the latter compound presenting also S-S disulphide bonds [68].
Transition metal (TM) sulphides are particularly fascinating because of the structural variability
and highly interesting functional properties [57–59,61], deriving not only by the nature of the involved
transition metal, but also from variability in structure and stoichiometry. In fact, some of them present
very complex structures not displaying a unique stoichiometry, for instance determined by other
factors, such as atomic sizes and the possibility to form S-S bridges. The broad class of sulfur-rich
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metal sulphides is characterised by the presence of Sn2− polysulphide anions. Besides well know
polysulphides of alkaline and earth alkaline metals, having a M2Sn stoichiometry (n = 2 for Na, n = 2–6
for K, n = 6 for Cs) or BaSn (n = 2, 3, 4), there are also TM polysulphides, such as VS4, Re2S7 and
the trisulfide TiS3, ZrS3, HfS3, formally written as M4+S2−(S2)2− and based on both sulphide and
disulphide ions and displaying unusual structures [57,59].
Metal disulphides, having the formal stoichiometry MS2, are a relevant class of TM sulphides,
also from the technological point of view. They crystallise in three different structures (CdI2-type,
MoS2-type, pyrite-type, e.g., Fe2S) [57]. Metal disulphides of the groups 4, 5, 6 form layered structures
in which the metal atoms occupy trigonal anti-prismatic or trigonal-prismatic voids. The structures
are built up of different layers characterised by S–M–S bonds. [35,48]. Chalcogenide atoms in two
hexagonal planes are separated by a plane of metal atoms, and the formal valence states of metal (M)
and chalcogen (X) atoms are +4 and −2, respectively.
As a further function-relevant feature, some transition metal chalcogenides systems are characterised
by either small (such as in the case of ZnS) or large deviation from the formal stoichiometry [69].
In the former case, the deviations from 1:1 stoichiometry result from lattice disorder arising from the
presence, in small concentrations, of vacancies or interstitials. The latter case is instead much more
represented among transition metal sulphides, which can exist as homogeneous phases over rather
large composition ranges. This range usually, but not always, encompasses some simple stoichiometric
composition. This stoichiometry variability is made possible by the presence of native structural
defects built into the crystalline lattice.
In this regard, the structures of different iron and copper sulphides characterized by different S:M
stoichiometry are depicted in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. (A) Crystal structures of (a) covellite CuS consisting of layers triangular CuS3 units (layer B)
surrounded by CuS4 tetrahedra (layers A1 and A2), (b) low-chalcocite (monoclinic), (c) high-chalcocite
(hexagonal) and (d) cubic-chalcocite (cubic) Cu2S. (B) Crystalline structures of stoichio etric (a) troilite
FeS along different directions, (b) greigite Fe3S4, and (c) pyrite FeS2. Taken from Ref. [27]. Reproduced
with permission of Royal Society of Chemistry.
For a thorough and comprehensive description of the rich chemistry of metal sulphides, the
interested reader is referred to inorganic chemistry textbooks [57–61] and to the cited dedicated reviews.
Synthetic routes for the reproducible and phase-controlled preparation of metal sulphide
colloids are of fundamental interest for the study of the mentioned properties at the nanoscale
level. Limiting the attention to wet chemistry approaches, a wide plethora of synthetic routes has
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been proposed in the literature to prepare metal sulphide colloids ranging from non-aqueous sol-gel
routes [70–73], hydro/solvothermal [24,74–86], to sono- [19,87–110] and radiochemistry [111–117], laser
ablation [118,119], micro- [120–130] and miniemulsion synthesis [131–138], seeded-growth [139] and
nucleation/growth and general colloidal and precipitation/co-precipitation approaches [13,82,140–153].
Recently, microbial, biomimetic and biogenic environmentally friendly synthesis of metal sulphide
nanoparticles by using microbacteria, fungi, yeast has been also explored and thoroughly
reviewed [5,9,15,154–159].
A comprehensive collection of wet-chemistry routes to metal sulphides is reported in the cited
review papers [6,15,47,123,160–162] and in the above given specific references. In reference [161],
a comprehensive table is reported, collecting many of the wet chemistry routes used to produce,
inter alia, different sulphides and other chalcogenides. Transition metal sulphides such as Ag2S, CuS,
CdS, and ZnS, FeS2, which can be formed either directly from their precursors ions or indirectly
by sulphide ion-assisted conversion of the corresponding metal oxide, typically under anaerobic
conditions, have been the focus of recently appeared review [163].
Metal sulphides NCs can be also produced in a controlled fashion by reaction of metal salts with
tailor-made sulphide precursors, such as bis-(trimethylsilyl) sulfide [(TMS)2S], phosphines sulphides
(R3P = S, where R indicates an alkyl or aryl group), and hydrogen sulfide produced by heating
elemental sulfur in alkane or amine solvents. By following this precursor-based approach, the synthesis
of size-controlled sulphide NCs (lead sulfide, cadmium sulfide, zinc sulfide, and copper sulfide) has
been recently afforded by Owen and co-workers [13] by using a library of tri-substituted thioureas.
The conversion reactivity to the targeted sulphide was determined by the substitution degree and in
particular by the electronic and steric features of the substituents in the thiourea. By controlling the
monomer supply kinetics, the extent of nucleation in syntheses of the NCs and the size distribution
could be controlled.
2.2. The Surface of Transition Metal Sulphides: Bulk and Nanocrystals
Surface chemistry of metal sulphide, as already outlined above, is not so widely explored and
studied as the one of the oxides homologues. As Balantseva et al. [164] pointed out, whereas literature
concerning in situ infrared studies of surface of oxide materials is very abundant [165–167], the one
on sulphides is instead quite limited. Some works were reported about the surface properties of
unsupported or supported MoS2, an increasingly studied catalyst for hydrodesulphurisation [168].
Progress in the knowledge of metal sulphides surface chemistry has been spurred by the need of
improved mineral processing technologies. In this regard, it suffices to cite the separation of sphalerite
ZnS from less valuable mineral by froth flotation, which is hampered by the presence of undesirable
components such as pyrite. Further interest on the surface reactivity of metal sulphides has been
recently driven by concerns on the impact of the products of mining operations, by catalysis (most
notably desulphurization), and by the self-assembly and functionalization of organic molecules [45].
As outlined in previous reports on the topic [164], one of the reasons for this lack or scarcity of
information on the surface chemistry of metal sulphides could be ascribed to the intrinsic difficulties
in handling this class of materials. Whereas in the case of oxides, in situ surface studies are usually
carried out on clean surfaces, obtained by removing species adsorbed from the atmosphere or residual
synthetic reactants by calcination/oxidation treatments in flow or static conditions, the same cannot
be stated for sulphides. A very general tendency of most metal sulphide, making the study of
their surface chemistry even more challenging, is the possibility to get easily oxidised to oxides or
sulphates [45,61,169,170], as extensively reported in the given references. It is for instance well-known
that calcination at temperatures as high as 773 K promotes the transition from ZnS to ZnO. Even if
oxidation is carried out in controlled conditions, by avoiding the complete ZnS/ZnO phase transition,
treatment with oxygen or water vapour was shown to cause the formation of surface sulfate (SO42−)
and sulfite (SO32−) species. This in turn further complicates the handling of sulphide surfaces, since no
univocal model surface can be adopted, being the chemistry ruled by several further parameters, both
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in the solid/gas phase (i.e., nanoparticles exposed to air) or in the liquid/solid phase (i.e., suspensions
of nanoparticles).
The surface properties of bulk transition metal sulphides are best discussed by classifying the
compounds according to the bulk structure. The discussion can be started by examining the case of
transition metal monosulphides, which generally prefer hexagonal structures, viz. the NiAs structure,
adopted by NiS and FeS. ZnS can also be found in nature in a hexagonal structure, namely wurtzite, but
attention is now focused on the most typical sphalerite case, which is a cubic structure. As it is usual for
all II-VI semiconductors, the most stable and abundant surface is the (110) one [164,171,172]. Surface
relaxation essentially involve inward and outward displacements of cations and anions, respectively.
The stability of the (110) surface is reflected in the theoretical equilibrium shape of the ZnS crystal.
In fact, the minimization of the surface Gibbs free energy as performed in the Wulff construction,
generates a dodecahedron exposing only (110) facets [171], as shown in Figure 2.
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Figure 2. Calculated morphology of the cubic phase of ZnS, as obtained by relaxed surface energies.
The only surface to appear is the (110). Taken from Ref. [171]. Copyright American Chemical Society.
Experimentally, other surfaces are also observed, including the non-polar (431) and (431) surfaces
and the polar (111) surface. The (111) surface, both cation- and anion-terminated, is in principle
unstable, being a type III surface for the Tasker rules [173]. However, the macroscopic electric field
perpendicular to the surface can be compensated by suitable stoichiometric defects. Particularly
favoured is the formation of vacancies in the terminal cation/anion layers [171]. The surface properties
of FeS in the troilite structure has been studied by Wells et al. [174]. Only the (100) surface was
considered, finding that it tends to reconstruct in such a way to form triangles of iron atoms “capped”
with a sulphur atom.
The case of layered disulphides, which contain monoatomic S anions, and that are formed by
the early transition elements of each period (e.g., TiS2, MoS2) is a peculiar one. As it is common for
layered compounds, the (001) surface is very stable and practically inert, so that most interest has been
devoted to the so-called “edge surfaces”, which terminate the MoS2 nanoribbons. In general, these
edge surfaces are characterized by strong rearrangements due to the breaking of S-S bonds. After the
pioneering work by Raybaud et al. [168] the MoS2 edge surfaces have been systematically studied and
compared theoretically by Spirko et al. [175], Figure 3.
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The most stable are the (1010) “diagonally” cut in such a way to include half of the terminal
S ions, followed by (1210) edges cut in an analogous way. These diagonal cuts allow an efficient
reconstruction, which substantially lowers the system energy.
Disulphides of late transition elements are characterised by the presence of S22− ions, and may be
observed in rock-salt (pyrite), rutile (marcasite) and in the arsenopyrite structures. Particular attention
has been devoted to Fe(II), compounds, such as chalcopyrite CuFeS2 and pyrite FeS2. The most
common natural surfaces of FeS2 are the (100), (110), (111), and (210) ones. The stability as well as
the structural and electronic properties of these surfaces have been investigated by first principles
calculations by Hung et al. [176]. Ion relaxations are generally weaker than in the above examined cases,
which is explained by the rock-salt structure of pyrite. However, reconstruction such as micro-facetting
has been theoretically predicted to be relevant, and able to make the (110) surface even more stable
than the (100) one. In general, apparent relationship between overall surface Fe coordination and
surface energy, with the presence of lower-coordinated species resulting in higher dangling bond
density and therefore higher energy, less stable surfaces, are evidenced.
Among disulphides, MoS2 is interesting both as a hydro-treating and as a desulphurisation catalyst.
The complicated chemistry of its edge surfaces has stimulated several theoretical and experimental
investigations [177–182]. More systematic studies involving a broader range of metal sulphides [183]
are also reported. These studies allowed to prove, through the use of Sabatier analysis, that Co and
Ni almost optimally promote the catalytic activity of MoS2 by weakening the HS binding energy.
As pointed out above, the basal (001) surface of MoS2 is generally considered to be inert. Very
recently, however, it has been pointed out that a careful combination of strain and S-vacancies can
greatly enhance the activity of MoS2 for the hydrogen evolution reaction, as predicted by theoretical
calculations [184]. The surface of MoS2 has also been the topic of detailed FT-IR studies [185,186].
As one of the chosen model systems, ZnS crystals undergo surface modification by reacting with
the environment. By studying several samples composed of sphalerite and/or wurtzite ZnS crystals,
Hertl [38] has hypothised the presence of -OH and -SH groups and of molecularly adsorbed water as
well as a significant surface oxidation, revealed by the presence of sulphite and sulphate species.
In a further study on the high temperature (823 K) reaction of water vapour with the ZnS surface,
mainly sulphite and additionally adsorbed water, hydrogen sulphide and adsorbed sulphur oxides
were detected by FT-IR analysis. Exposure to oxygen determined the formation also of sulphate
species [187]. In a very comprehensive experimental and computational study by Balantseva et al. [164],
a combined theoretical and experimental work was carried out to unveil details on the ZnS surface
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chemistry. ZnS nanoparticles were prepared by an easy precipitation method and activated in vacuum
in order to clean the surface without affecting the stability of the cubic ZnS phase. The results were also
compared to those of a commercial bulk ZnS sample (particle size < 10 µm). The combined approach
allowed to evidence as the strength of Zn2+ Lewis acidity in ZnS is considerably lower than in ZnO and
more comparable to those of other oxides like TiO2 (∆Eads = −0.22 eV) and MgO (∆Eads = −0.11 eV) as
well as the surface Lewis acidity of Zn2+ sites in ZnS nanocrystals appears significantly different with
respect to the same sites in bigger microcrystals. The paper also outlines as, though the intense research
activity on the synthesis and properties of nanostructured ZnS materials, very little information is
available about their surface structure, which however can play an outstanding role in controlling ZnS
crystal growth. This includes the presence of defects or disorder and of surface ligands or adsorbed
species, which can determine important properties, including optical absorption threshold position
and photoluminescence efficiency. Furthermore, a description of the surface from an atomic point of
view could be crucial for a thorough understanding of photocatalytic processes.
Concerning iron, the surface reactivity of FeS2 has been studied in UHV by several authors, with
contrasting results. This has been ascribed to the difference between pyrite surfaces obtained by crystal
fracturing and those grown and cleaned in vacuum. In fact, whereas the former is found to react with
O2 [188], the latter is non-reactive [189–191]. Arsenic is a common contaminant of pyrite, which may
rise concerns about the environmental impact of this mineral. DFT calculations however show that
there is no tendency for As impurities to segregate at the surface [192].
Focusing instead on nanocrystals, a very exciting class of systems [36,41,50,139,150,193–247] in
which the relevance of surface becomes important and the properties transition with respect to the
bulk is particularly noticeable [208,241,248,249], their surface chemistry has been the topic of extensive
research and contributions, mostly on oxide NCs [36,41,50,202,209,210,215,219,221,222,240,246,250–260].
Little attention has been instead paid to sulphide NCs, though some contribution focus on both their
synthesis [261–267] as well as on their surface chemistry [152,262,268–273].
Concerning the main differences with respect to the oxide counterparts, sulphides are typically
cation-rich, which enhances the adsorption of, inter alia, negatively charged carboxylates. Conversely,
the homologue oxides are typical stoichiometric and have dissociatively adsorbed carboxylic acids
on their surface [251]. In this regard, in a study by Hens et al. [274], the ligand composition and
dynamics of monodisperse suspensions PbS quantum dots was effectively investigated with nuclear
magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy. This study evidenced how oleate ions strongly bind to the
cation-rich surface of the sulphide. The ligand exchange and the stoichiometry of metal chalcogenide
nanocrystals were spectroscopically investigated outlining an easy metal-carboxylate displacement and
binding [211]. In particular, the authors demonstrated as metal carboxylate complexes (L-M(O2CR)(2),
R = oleyl, tetradecyl, M = Cd, Pb) are readily displaced from carboxylate-terminated metal
chalcogenides (ME) nanocrystals (ME = CdSe, CdS, PbSe, PbS) by various Lewis bases, the relative
displacement efficiency being assessed by 1H NMR spectroscopy and being strongly dependent
on geometric factors such as steric arrangement and chelation. The results presented in the cited
work suggest as ligands displace L-M(O2CR)(2) by cooperatively complexing the displaced metal ion
as well as the nanocrystal. The results demonstrate that nanocrystals cannot be defined by a single
chemical formula, but are instead better described as dynamic structures with concentration-dependent
compositions. The presented outputs are noticeable, since they have a relevant importance for the
synthesis and purification of nanocrystals as well as ligand exchange reactions.
De Roo et al. [250] highlighted as NCs might also serve as suitable model systems to understand
the interaction of organic molecules with macroscopic, inorganic material, e.g., solid-state membranes
or mesoporous materials and they can also effectively used as model systems can also be used to revisit
existing theories of NC nucleation and growth.
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2.3. Nanocrystal-Ligand Interactions and Ligands Exchange Dynamics
Manipulating and tailoring nanocrystal surface ligands is a crucial step for their practical application
as optoelectronic devices and fluorescent labels for biological imaging. The ligand exchange between
the existing ligand and a new one is generally based on a two-step stripping route in which the existing
ligand is replaced by the new once, typically displaying higher affinity and stronger binding to the
targeted surface. Ligand exchange [6,195,211,222,240,251,255,275–284] is required to replace insulating
organic surfactants and allow charge transport in nanocrystal solids as well as to prepare water-soluble
nanocrystals that target specific cellular sites.
In an interesting contribution on shape-control through tailoring of surface-ligand interactions,
Hennig [214] et al. outline as a deep understanding of NC surface chemistry is increasingly recognised
to be critical for the comprehension of a broad range of phenomena and issues, including charge
transport, solubility, functionalisation (e.g., for biological systems), optical properties (e.g., quantum
yield), and the assembly of NCs into ordered super-structures and arrays [208,285,286]. Unravelling
the effect of ligands on the NC properties and behaviour is better accomplished through atomistic
computational methods, whereas it can be hardly pursued through standard analytical tools, typically
more suited for the characterisation of well-defined planar interfaces. The NC shape is eventually
controlled by the thermodynamics and growth kinetics of the dynamic system composed of the
inorganic core, the ligands, and the solution containing both NC chemical precursors and ligand
species. In this case, DFT calculations allowed to determine surface and binding energies for PbSe
{100} and reconstructed {111} surfaces, capped with Pb(OAc−)2 for a range of coverages. The authors
of these studies concluded as, through the consideration of the surface/ligand interactions in the
PbSe NC system, a model can be obtained. This model allows to predict that the facet-dependent
interactions between core and ligand capping layer can be exploited, through the variation of the
ligand concentration, to control the morphology and shape evolution not only of single NCs, but also
of their assembly.
As outlined by some authors, as for instance the quoted work by Hens et al. [253], ligand exchange
approaches are valuable tools to (i) adjust the interaction of the NC with their environment for instance
modulating their solubility in either polar or apolar solvents; to (ii) enable the use of NC as biolabels,
bioimaging probes or biosensors, through exchange with biomolecules; or to (iii) pursue the assembly
of NC arrays, by replacing the original monofunctional ligand with bi- or polyfunctional ones.
To this aim, the understanding of NC-ligand interactions is mandatory also to develop successful
ligand exchange strategies. In this framework, the NC-ligand exchange can also be effectively be
followed by solution NMR, as extensively reported by Hens and Martins [253], also by using an
in situ approach. For instance, in the case of oxides, in particular hafnia [251] surface chemistry of
NC, has been studied through a multitechnique approach encompassing different NMR methods
(Nuclear Overhauser Effect Spectroscopy (NOESY, Diffusion Ordered Spectroscopy (DOSY)) and
FT-IR spectroscopy.
In a contribution by Mews [255], the ligand exchange on NC surface was investigated by
Fluorescence Resonance Energy Transfer (FRET). In this study, the NC-ligand interaction was proven
to influence the electronic properties of the NCs and also fluorescence in semiconductor NCs due to
the weak binding of ligands. In fact, exchange with different polymeric ligands showed to influence
not merely the colloidal stability, but also the fluorescence quantum yield. Furthermore, the strength
of the binding was found to be enhanced by multi-dentate ligands, in that specific case amines.
Again concerning ligand dynamics, Owen and coworkers demonstrated that the surface layer
of excess metal ions is labile and reversibly binds to and dissociates from nanocrystal surfaces as
carboxylate complexes (M(O2CR)2); denoted as a Z-type ligand. They also adopted a rational ligand
labelling, based on the covalent bond classification method developed by M. L. H. Green [287], in which
L-type ligands are two-electron donors (neutral Lewis bases, dative covalent bonds), X-type ligands are
one-electron donors (anionic, normal covalent bonds), and Z-type ligands are two-electron acceptors
(Lewis acids).
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PbS colloids have been used by Giansante et al. [252] to investigate the dynamics at organic/
inorganic interfaces (Figure 4).
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Figure 4. Simplified chemical formula of colloidal PbS Quantum Dots (QDs) and schematic representation
of the dynamic equilibria involving oleic acid (O`H) and Pb oleate (PbOHO`) as ligands at the {111}
and {100} facets of the QD. Taken from Ref. [252] with permission of Wiley VCH.
It turned out that the organic/inorganic interface markedly affects forms and functions of the
quantum dots, therefore its description and control are important for effective application. The authors
showed that model sulphide NCs, i.e., PbS colloids, adapt their interface to the surroundings, thus
existing in solution phase as equilibrium mixtures with their (metal-)organic ligand and inorganic
core components. The interfacial equilibria are ruled by solvent polarity and concentration, show
striking size dependence (leading to more stable ligand/core adducts for larger quantum dots), and
selectively involve nanocrystal facets. The understanding of this ligand/core dynamic equilibrium is
relevant not only to develop new synthetic paths but also to implement successful functionalisation
and surface-chemistry strategies.
In the study of the interplay between the organic ligand shell and the inorganic core, magic-sized
clusters [288], which are predominately surface atoms, provide a promising tool to clarify these critical
surface interactions. This model system has been used to unveil the complex interactions ruling the
surface chemistry of cadmium sulphide nanoparticles. These interactions affect the surface of both
nanoparticles and magic-sized clusters and the results presented by Douglas et al. highlight the utility
of the clusters as a probe of ligand–surface interactions.
The covalent bond classification has been also adopted by Van Driessche, De Roo et al. [250] to
rationalise and classify in a logical fashion different binding motifs. The model additionally allows
to effectively predict and to rationalise ligand exchange and ligand displacement reactions, therefore
disclosing new applications for NCs in the field, inter alia, of opto-electronics, photovoltaics and
catalysis, to mention the most relevant ones. Although the surface chemistry of several semiconductors
and metal oxide nanocrystals are currently well-understood, more efforts are needed to unravel the
ligand–NC interactions in the other materials. In fact, the general approach has been so far chiefly
applied to oxides, but its adjustment and application to sulphides can be envisioned.
Ligands can be also used to direct the growth of the forming NCs [289–292]. In the ligand-assisted
growth of NCs, the surface ligand dynamics is affected by the growth temperature, the ligand
concentration and the ligand chain length, as outlined by Peng et al. [240], and as shown in Figure 5.
Also the intermolecular interactions among the ligands can affect the growth of the NCs. These
complex dynamic phenomena have been proven to influence also the final shape and morphology on
the resulting colloids.
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Figure 5. Impact of tetradecylamine (TDA) concentration on the growth of CdSe nanocrystals at 280 ◦C
(above the bp for TDA) (top plot) and 150 ◦C (below the bp of TDA) (bottom plot). Taken from Ref. [240]
with permission of the American Chemical Society.
Surface chemistry additionally rules the self-assembly behaviour of NCs, which can be used to obtain
NC superlattices. In fact, as outlined by Hanrath and coworkers [214], the assembly of colloidal nanocrystals
(NCs) into superstructures with long-range translational and orientational order is sensitive to the
molecular interactions between ligands bound to the NC surface. In their study (see Figure 6, referring
to the equilibrium form), the authors show as ligand coverage on colloidal PbS NCs can be exploited
as a tunable parameter to direct the self-assembly of superlattices with given symmetry.Crystals 2017, 7, 110  11 of 37 
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The study additionally evidenced how the interplay of different analytical and theoretical tools is
effective in thoroughly characterising these complex supramolecular systems. In particular, surface
chemistry characterization encompassing FT-IR, XPS and Grazing Incidence SAXS (GI-SAXS) combined
with density functional theory calculations suggest that the loss of ligands occurs preferentially on
{100} than on reconstructed {111} NC facets.
2.4. Applications-Oriented Functionalisation of Transition Metal Sulphides
Most metal sulphides, in analogy with the oxide counterparts [63], feature exciting as well
as diverse chemico-physical properties. Their electric behaviour ranges from insulating, through
semiconductive to metallic. Likewise, they can be diamagnetic, paramagnetic, ferromagnetic or
antiferromagnetic [1,44,293–296]. A relevant functional property displayed by some metal sulphides,
particularly upon doping, is luminescence [46], which is broadly used also in optical bioimaging
applications of these compounds [1,10,44,297–300]. Sulphide-based luminescent materials have
attracted much attention for a wide range of photo-, cathodo- and electroluminescent applications.
Upon doping with lanthanides or transition metal ions such as Mn2+ or Cu2+, the luminescence can
be tuned over the entire visible region by appropriately choosing the composition of the sulphide
host. Among the wide range of applications, flat panel displays based on electroluminescent thin film,
field emission displays and ZnS-based phosphors [46,262,301,302] and electroluminescent powders
for backlights are worth to be mentioned.
By exploiting their interesting optical and electronic properties, transition metal sulphides can
be used additionally for the development of devices in electronic and energy applications, in which
the surface functionalisation of nanoparticles with specific ligands are relevant to ensure the charge
transport properties of nanoparticles arrays.
In this regard, a novel and fascinating approach for the post-functionalisation of nanocrystals,
among which also metal sulphide colloids, is based on the use of inorganic ligands [279]. In particular,
various inorganic anions including metal-free chalcogenides, oxoanions/oxometallates, and halides/
pseudohalides/halometallates have been employed to replace the original long-chain organic ligands
on NCs. These ligands, with respect to single NC functionalised with insulating organic ligands,
can passivate surface traps, are electronically transparent and can enhance the interparticle charge
transport. This approach based on inorganic ligands broaden the functionality of NCs by tailoring their
electro-optical properties or generating new inorganic phases through chemical reactions between
nanomaterials and their surface ligands. Especially promising are the electronic, optoelectronic, and
thermoelectric applications of solution-processed and inorganically-capped colloidal NCs, which
substantially outperform their organically-capped counterparts.
A further example reported in the literature [16] and again involving cooperative effects, is instead
concerned with absence of ligands in inorganic nanocrystals designed to exhibit negative charges
and, therefore, electrostatically stabilised to give a colloidal dispersion in polar solvents. Undoped
and Mn-doped ZnxCd1-xS nanocrystals were studied, the latter showing strong luminescence. Also
in this case, the possibility of surface-mediated electronic coupling between ligand-free sulphide
nanocrystals was evidenced, which make them more suitable for electronic and optoelectronic
applications compared to organic-capped nanocrystals.
The luminescent properties, combined with low or absent cytoxicity [158,299], (except for
cadmium chalcogenides, broadly used as luminescent quantum dot [20,258,303–311]), make transition
metal sulphide appealing candidate probes for optical bioimaging applications and further related
bio-applications (e.g., photothermal and/or photodynamic applications [10,312,313]). As we shall
extensively discuss in the next section, all these applications require a chemical, photochemical
and thermal stable functionalisation. Nevertheless, they are not the only applications requiring
functionalisation. Dispersions of transition metal sulphide nanoparticles in liquid media can find
wide applications as precursors for nanocomposites or films with tailored functional and structural
properties [140,314,315], or for stable suspensions for inks and paints.
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Whereas in the cases of metallic and metal oxide nanoparticles (NPs) well-established and
reliable functionalisation protocols have been developed and optimised (see the most remarkable
reactions listed in Figure 7) [220,276,316–318], the development of effective surface-derivatisation
methods for metal sulphide-based analogues has not been fully met so far by synthetic chemists, and
reports retrieved in the literature fail, in several cases, either to convincingly demonstrate the stable
functionalisation of metal sulphides or to prove the actual chemical nature of the sulphide surface,
as also outlined by other authors [164,172].
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The functionalisation strategy for an inorganic colloid is tightly related to the nature of the
colloid, and hence to the synthetic route chosen to prepare it. Inorganic colloids and nanoparticles
can chiefly be approached by two main strategies, involving either (i) hydrophobic conditions or (ii)
direct synthesis in aqueous phase, resulting in hydrophobic and hydrophilic colloids, respectively.
Several colloidal-based methods are based on the use of surfactants, which yield the formation of
stable particles and/or emulsions, therefore these methods deliver nanoparticles which are inherently
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hydrophobic, causing insolubility in water and preventing further functionalisation. However, since
stable water dispersions are mandatory for many applications, ranging from bio-oriented ones to
inks and paints production, functionalisation is a key step prior to the applications of NPs. Effective
derivatisation chemistry becomes therefore critical toward colloidally stable, water-soluble NPs with
flexible surface chemistry. The robust, steric stabilisation of inorganic nanocolloids within aqueous
and physiological media via an appropriate chemical functionalisation stands as a fundamental
requirement to enable their application in the biomedical field, particularly for the designing of novel
bioimaging systems.
In the literature, hundreds of different functionalisation approaches are reported. They can be
classified starting from the nature of chemical reactions involved, as reported in Figure 7, or they can
be more easily sorted into three general typologies [220,276,316–318]:
(i) direct encapsulation of the hydrophobic NPs by hydrophilic polymers [289,319,320],
(ii) ligand exchange of the original surfactant with hydrophilic ligands [211,222,275–277,280,281,283,
320,321],
(iii) formation of an interdigitated bilayer between amphiphilic molecules or polymers and the
passivating surfactant layer on the NP surface.
It should however be highlighted that the general functionalisation strategies reported in Figure 7,
could be applicable to any suitable inorganic system, either metal sulphides or oxides, once the nature
of the interacting moieties on the surface is identified or speficifically provided within a previous
derivatisation step.
Among the most employed ligands for metal nanoparticles, thiols [39,322–328] have to be
mentioned, whereas metal oxides NP can be conveniently derivatised by carboxylates or, even
stronger, by multifunctional ligands such as dopamine-derivatives and cathecols [280,283,292,329–331].
A further distinction can be carried out accordingly to the chemical nature of the surface to be
derivatised, which can be noble metal NPs [9,141,163,269,318,332–368] or metal oxides, the most
commonly functionalised colloids, but also of other composition (halogenides, chalcogenides,
phosphates, carbonates etc.).
Viable strategies to functionalise a nanostructure may also be classified depending on the
interaction between ligand and surface, being either covalent (or coordinative) and non-covalent.
The former, also based on multifunctional molecules, have enabled the development of stable systems
also in harsh conditions such as extremely low (1) or high (14) pH values [369]. The latter discloses
instead the possibility to apply rapid and easy self-assembly procedures involving the inorganic
substrate and the organic ligand.
As far as the most explored application field is concerned, i.e., biomedicine , the robust, typically
steric stabilisation of inorganic colloids within aqueous and physiological media via an appropriate
chemical functionalisation stands as a fundamental step to enable their application, particularly for the
design of novel bioimaging systems.
Surface derivatisation for bioimaging purposes of inorganic fluorophores is typically pursued
by chemisorptions of selected molecules, which convey, with respect to physisorption, more
robust bond and more stable surface functionalisation, hence ensuring an effective bioconjugation.
The use of inorganic NP as fluorophores is motivated by different reasons. Compared to the
homologue organic fluorescent dyes, inorganic colloids are endowed with better performances and
stability. In fact, by combining suitable semiconductor nanocrystals with biomolecules it is possible
to prepare new advanced systems with enhanced resolution and specific fluorescence detection
capability [1,125,276,346,370,371]. Commonly used organic fluorophores have two significant
limitations: (1) they cannot fluoresce continuously over long periods (long term imaging) and (2) they
are not optimised for multicolour applications (multiplexing) [372], i.e., simultaneous, not sequential,
detection of multiple signals. The unique optical properties of inorganic colloids, in many case
referred to as Quantum Dots (QD) [20,39,44,46,163,210,307,311,373–377], make them instead appealing
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as in vivo and in vitro fluorophores in a variety of biological investigations because they are able
to overcome problems of long-term stability and multi-signal detection [105,372,378]. Nevertheless,
one of the most significant drawbacks is the toxicity of QDs. Among QD, increasingly used are metal
sulphides, characterised by low or absent toxicity such as ZnS [299,300].
3. Functionalisation of Transition Metal Sulphides: Case Studies
In this section, selected transition metal sulphides were chosen (i.e., ZnS, CuxS (x = 1, 2), FexSy
(x = 0, 1, 2; y = 2, 3), MoS2) to describe the manifold possibilities to address the functionalisation of
these peculiar surfaces. The choice was driven mostly by three factors:
i relevance and wide applicability of the sulphide;
ii broadest differences among the chemistry, the structural and electronic features of the
selected sulphides;
iii broadest differences among the chemistry and the structural features of the selected ligands as
well as of their interaction with the sulphide surface.
CdS was deliberately not considered, due to the well-known toxicity, limiting its applications in
bio-related fields. References on CdS nanoparticles are provided for interested readers [49,265,306,307,
310,379–385].
In the following, the different sulphides substrates are concisely described, and an overview of
their most relevant surface features is provided. The following section of each paragraph outlines
instead the state-of-the-art relative to the selected examples concerning their functionalisation.
3.1. Zinc Sulphide
Among the metal sulphides, zinc sulphide (ZnS) [8,33,38,386] is one of the most investigated. It has
been especially studied because of its appealing electronic properties, i.e., a wide band gap (3.7 eV) and
a high exciton binding energy (40 meV). Zinc sulphide is among the most appealing semiconducting
materials for the development of electroluminescent devices [46,301,387], which enables the direct
conversion of electric energy into visible light, without generating heat, or requiring chemical or
mechanical triggers. Additionally, ZnS can be easily doped by multiple ions (multiplexing), making
it a suitable starting material for the development of optical and optoelectronic devices. Its intrinsic
luminescence and the possibility of easy doping disclose its application in optoelectronics and related
fields [8]. Moreover, it is environmental friendly and not-cytotoxic [298,299], thus suggesting possible
applications also in biomedicine. In fact, combining the biocompatibility and the luminescence, optical
bioimaging applications can be pursued [298,299]. For all these reasons and thanks to ZnS non-toxicity
and intrinsic photoluminescence, ZnS NPs can be envisioned as high-performance and biocompatible
bioimaging probes, although their stable dispersion in aqueous media still remains an open challenge,
as discussed in the following.
The phase diagram defining the conditions of existence of the different polymorphs (sphalerite and
wurtzite being the most relevant ones) has been obtained and reported along with main thermodynamic
and structural data on the compound [388], whereas the pressure-induced structural changes in ZnS
have been investigated by Desgreniers et al. [389].
Surface effects in ZnS are particularly interesting: Banfield et al. [273] have outlined as, whenever
the surface of a ZnS nanoparticle gets wet, the whole crystal structure rearranges to become more
ordered, closer to the structure of bulk ZnS. The same authors reported [390] that very small zinc
sulphide nanoparticles display a disordered crystal structure that puts them under constant strain,
increasing the stiffness of the particles. Surface chemical properties of zinc sulphide play a critical
role in these phenomena. When zinc sulphide nanocrystals are put into water or either aqueous
solution, surface hydration takes place, and the adsorption of proton and hydroxide ions make the
surface either positively or negatively charged, in the absence of foreign preferentially adsorbed ions.
Due to the sensitivity of sulphide ions to oxygen, redox reactions at the surfaces may occur as well.
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As also outlined in Section 2.2, the zinc sulphide surface is characterised by a rich chemistry, which
is influenced by the overall equilibrium of surface and solution chemical reactions, encompassing
redox, acid-base, surface complexation, precipitation and dissolutions [271]. A comprehensive list
of all possible occurring reactions is reported in ref. [271], which collects relevant chemical reactions
and corresponding equilibrium constants, as retrieved from a comprehensive literature on the topic.
The interplay of all these equilibria involving sulphides, hydrogensulphides, sulphates, is obviously
determined by pH, concentration and different reactions can occur simultaneously in dependence of
these factors. Based on this complex coexistence of equilibria, E-pH diagram can be plotted (Figure 8),
defining the boundary of existence of the different species, and outlining as, between pH 3–11, when
the concentration of Zn2+ and S= are equal, ZnS results the dominating species.
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The same paper discusses further, based on potentiometric titration, adsorption and solution
speciation modelling, the nature of the ZnS surface. Surface acidity, surface stoichiometry and surface
proton binding sites are thoroughly analysed. The results show that, for stoichiometric surfaces of zinc
sulphide, the proton and hydroxide determine the surface charge, whereas for the nonstoichiometric
surfaces, the surface charge is controlled by proton, hydroxide, zinc and sulphide ions depending
on specific conditions. Analogously, a distribution of the different species as a function of relative
concentrations and pH is provided in the same paper (Figure 9). These are all aspects of the surface
chemistry to be taken into account when planning an effective functionalisation. At the same time, this
data evidences how complex and multifaceted is the surface chemistry of this sulphide. An important
conclusion of the mentioned paper is that the surface stoichiometry strongly affects the surface
properties of zinc sulphide; either zinc rich or sulphur rich surface determine different acid base
properties, i.e., different surface acidity constants, ruling also the kind of functionalisation strategy to
be implemented.
Nevertheless, a comprehensive, systematic and unambiguous characterisation of the precise
surface composition of ZnS NPs (following the diverse synthetic pathways to obtain them) has not
been provided so far, therefore hampering the identification of an effective functionalisation protocol
and making the choice of a robust anchoring chemistry a challenging task. Although in several
experimental and theoretical studies, it has been proposed that the ZnS surface could feature either
oxidised species (SO4, SO3, ZnO) or reduced (SH, ZnOH) moieties [38], no unequivocal evidence of the
chemical nature of these surfaces has been provided yet. Hence, a coherent proof of the selective ZnS
surface-derivatisation by adsorbates presenting appropriate organic anchors remains still a partially
unaccomplished issue in the recent literature. Additionally, it remains still open the question whether
actually ZnS is the surface to be functionalised or rather partially or completely oxidised.
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In the literature are however reported several examples of stable derivatisation of ZnS colloids,
and hereafter some of the most meaningful ones are reported. Recently, the incorporation of ZnS:Mn
NPs into polymeric matrix (polyacrylic acid and polymethylmethacrylate) to convey luminescent
properties to plastics was investigated [391–393], although no specific functions by the polymers were
demonstrated to enhance the interactions with the NPs. Alternatively, semiconductor nanocrystals
(entirely or partially constituted by sulphides) were successfully incorporated into polymeric
matrices [394] or derivatised with oleic acid and hexadecyl- trimethylammonium bromide to allow
their dispersion in organic phases. Also in these cases, no detailed description of the characteristics of
the coated surface and a proof of the effective functionalisation were provided.
A further elegant route to surface-functionalized ZnS nanoparticles (NPs) to be embedded
in polymer matrix was based on a facile ligand exchange approach of mercaptoethanol with
5-(2-methacryloylethyloxymethyl)-8-quinolinol (MQ) [278]. By exploiting in situ bulk polymerization,
the functionalised MQ-ZnS NPs were successfully incorporated into the polymer matrix to fabricate
transparent bulk nanocomposites with good thermal stability and processability.
In this case, different coordination modes of the ligand to the surface were proposed, as sketched
in Scheme 1, and the ligand exchange as well as the coordination of MQ to the ZnS surface could be
convincingly demonstrated by NMR.
Functionalisation of ZnS could be pursued also by hexamethylenetetramine [395], enhancing the
optical properties and thermal stability of ZnS nanoparticles. In this case, by HR-TEM coupled with
SAED, a convincing demonstration of ZnS cubic structure in very small (ca. 2 nm) nanoparticles was
provided. Therefore, the actual attachment of the hexamethylenetetramine on the surface could be
inferred, probably mediated by the interaction of the amine group and the Zn2+ ions on the surface,
as shown by FT-IR data. This latter was also evidencing Zn-S vibrations of the ZnS nanocrystals.
A similar spectroscopic evidence is reported as a proof of successful functionalisation also in the
paper of Taherian, where the S-H vibration of the thiol ligands glutathione and thioglycolic acid at
2550–2670 cm−1 is not observed anymore upon capping of the ZnS nanoparticles [396], therefore
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indicating successful anchoring of the ligand. In this study, the effect of ligand chemistry on the
microstructural properties and photo-physical properties, in particular the UV absorption is discussed.
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Folic acid (FA) conjugated carboxymethyl chitosan coordinated to manganese doped zinc sulphide
quantum dot (FA–CMC–ZnS:Mn) nanoparticles for targeting, controlled drug delivery and also
imaging of cancer cells was the topic of a comprehensive work of Mathew et al. [300]. The prepared
nanoparticles were characterized using SEM, AFM, FT-IR, UV and DLS. Also in this further case,
vibrational data were brought as demonstration of the successful occurred conjugation. Manzoor
reported a further example of successful functionalization of ZnS with folic acid for targeted cancer
imaging [299].
As a further example of functionalisation with folic acid, in another study [397], the synthesis
of fluorescent-doped core/shell quantum dots of water-soluble manganese-doped zinc sulphide
was addressed by a nucleation doping strategy, with 3-mercaptopropionic acid as stabiliser at
90 ◦C in aqueous solution. The manganese-doped zinc sulphide nanoparticles exhibit strong
orange fluorescence under UV irradiation, resistance to photo-bleaching, and low-cytotoxicity to
HeLa cells. In this case, the manganese-doped zinc sulphide nanoparticles were conjugated with
folic acid using 2,20-(ethylenedioxy)-bis-(ethylamine) as the linker. The covalent binding of both
2,20-(ethylenedioxy)-bis-(ethylamine) and folic acid on the surface of manganese-could be probed by
FT-IR detection.
Bioconjugation can be effectively accomplished by N-hydroxysuccinimide (NHS) chemistry.
Generally, colloids prepared in non-aqueous medium need to be first solubilised in water through
a ligand exchange reaction with thiol, amine, or carboxyl groups and then reacted with an
N-(3-dimethylaminopropyl)-N ethylcarbodiimide (EDC) and N-hydroxysuccinimide (NHS) pair to
create reactive species of NHS–carboxylates to connect with the functional groups in the folic acid [398].
In the case of ZnS, a direct functionalisation with folic acid has been reported [399], by simply reacting
ZnS with folic acid, in aqueous medium, at room temperature.
In several other reports, the functionalisation of ZnS NPs was achieved by means of adsorbates
presenting cysteine functions, suggesting the formation of S-S linkages with the sulphur present on
the NP surface, even though the study of the stability of the obtained suspensions was not addressed
in these reports. In one of this, the development of biotin tagged avidin functionalised zinc sulphide
nanocrystals through a simple aqueous chemistry route at room temperature for targeted imaging
applications is reported [400]. Surface functionalisation of manganese doped ZnS nanocrystals with
L-cysteine provided functional groups that facilitated its conjugation to avidin. Further biotinylation of
these particles through the strong non-covalent interaction between biotin and avidin enabled highly
specific labelling of the biotin receptors on human hepatocellular carcinoma cells.
Narayanaswamy and co-workers reported the synthesis of L-cysteine-capped ZnS QDs and used
them for Cu detection [401]. Cysteine is a water-soluble amino acid and frequently used as a capping
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agent for ZnS QDs. The surface modification of ZnS QDs with cysteine prevents the aggregation of
nanoparticles and makes them available for the interaction with the target materials. Furthermore,
it increases the emission quantum yields of QDs and also stabilises the nanoparticles.
In a further paper [402], the authors report that ZnS nanoparticles were coated with a silica shell by
exploiting the formation of Zn–O–Si bonds, as a result of the interaction of positively charged Zn2+ ions
and of the silanol produced by the hydrolysis of alkoxysilane. Upon heating, condensation reaction of
two adjacent silanol groups and release one water molecule occurred, thus forming siloxane bonds.
In this peculiar case, conditions should be properly optimised to favour a very slow polymerisation
process around the nanospheres, therefore minimising the inter-particles cross-linking. Among these
conditions, the temperature plays a relevant important factor: mild temperature favours van der
Waals force between silanol bridges, hence promoting a later condensation reaction to form covalent
siloxane bonds (-Si-O-Si-). In general, this adaptation of the Stöber process [403] has been reported to
be effective in coating different kinds of inorganic NP, some of them described in the following case
studies, and of CdS. This is not strictly a functionalisation, but the approach was effective in providing
the particles long term colloidal stability.
3.2. Copper Sulphide
Copper (II) sulphide (CuS) [10,12,32,404] has attracted considerable interest for its potential use
as a material for transparent conductive films [12] able to transmit only the visible part of the solar
spectrum, as a catalyst [405] and as a filler to enhance conductivity or wear resistance of polymeric
materials. Doping with CuS was also reported to raise the critical temperature of some superconductors.
Additionally, CuS is attracting a growing interest for application in photothermal therapy and in
general in theranostics [10].
The crystalline hexagonal phase (covellite) of CuS, displaying an interesting and unusual structure
envisioning the presence of both CuI and CuII and both trigonal and tetrahedral coordination of
copper [406], is often described as a semiconductor and its reported band gap values, obtained from
UV-Vis-NIR absorption spectra, range between 1.4 eV and 2.2 eV. Modelling of the CuS electronic
structure also suggests a metallic behaviour. Such different results about metallic and semiconductive
behaviour of CuS can be explained by considering that, even if the bulk solid behaving like a metal,
a band gap can still be originated due to size confinement effects in nanocrystalline samples.
Different routes for the synthesis of CuS nanoparticles were developed, including the use
of nucleation from solution, hydrothermal conditions, microemulsions, use of chelating agents,
sonochemical methods, as reported in some of the already mentioned reviews and relevant papers on
the topic [10,31,140,161,407–410].
As far as functionalisation is concerned, in the case of copper sulphide, very few examples could
be retrieved in the literature in this regard.
In a contribution by Ang et al. [120], heterostructured CuS-ZnS nanocrystals (NCs) and Cu-doped
ZnS (ZnS:Cu) NCs synthesized by two different protocols were investigated. These NCs were coated
with a thin silica shell by using (3-mercaptopropyl)triethoxysilane in a reverse microemulsion to make
them water soluble. Cytotoxicity experiments showed that these silica-coated NCs displayed low
toxicity on both cancerous HeLa and noncancerous Chinese hamster ovary cells. The labelling of
cancerous HeLa cells was also demonstrated.
In a paper by Kryukov et al., copper(II) sulphide stabilised in aqueous solutions by sodium
polyphosphate [411] was reported, though also in this case no clear evidence of the interaction between
the covellite nanoparticles and the stabiliser was provided.
Analogously to the previously discussed ZnS case study, chitosan functionalized CuS nanoparticles
around 15 nm were prepared by employing the hydrothermal method. The modification of CuS
nanoparticles with chitosan led to higher physiological stability and biocompatibility [412].
In a further example, manganese (II) chelate functionalized copper sulphide nanoparticles
(CuS@MPG NPs) were successfully prepared using a facile hydrothermal method and employed
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for their excellent photothermal effect and photoaoustic activity [413]. In this case, no clear evidence
regarding neither the actual chemical nature of the surface (CuS or either oxidized species) nor the
chemical nature of the functionalisation was provided, and the authors only stated that “The powdery
CuS@MPG NPs were quite stable and could be stored for several months without any obvious change”
without reporting any experimental data in this regard, which makes the assessment difficult.
3.3. Iron Sulphide
Iron sulphides (FeS, FeS2, Fe2S3) are fewer in number than the corresponding oxides and based on
lower oxidation states, being also the pyrite mineral built of FeII and S22− ions in a distorted rock-salt
structure. Concerning iron sulphides, very few examples could be retrieved in the literature, dealing
with their derivatisation. Among these ones, some [414–416] report on iron sulphide which was
stabilised by using carboxymethyl cellulose as stabilising ligand. In one case [416], the nanoparticles
were prepared using a low-cost, food-grade cellulose (sodium carboxymethyl cellulose, CMC) as the
stabiliser. The hydrodynamic diameter of fresh FeS-CMC nanoparticles was measured to be about
40 nm. In this case, the successful formation of CMC-FeS could be only indirectly assessed by verifying
the very low polydispersity index, suggesting a quite monodisperse system. In a previous paper on
the topic [414], evidence that attachment of CMC onto the surface of FeS particles induced strong
electrostatic repulsion between the negatively charged particles was also provided based on zeta
potential measurements [414]. Furthermore, when stored in sealed vials under anaerobic conditions
at room temperature, the CMC-FeS NP did not display any visual sedimentation over a period of
several weeks. However, the nanoparticles were quickly oxidised when coming in contact with air,
turning the black suspension into a yellowish-orange coloured solution. In a further paper, adsorption
of cetylpyridinium chloride (CPC), a cationic surfactant, on pyrite surface was investigated in its
suspension, showing a CPC adsorption capacity dependence upon pH [268] (see Figure 10). Zeta
potential of pyrite surface changed from positive to negative value by the addition of NaCl. Though
the absorption cannot be considered a stable functionalisation, this study provides basic understanding
of the adsorption mechanism of cationic surfactant on pyrite surface at different pH conditions.
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3.4. Molybdenum Sulphide
Molybdenum disulphide, MoS2, is a very interesting transition metal chalcogenide, and the most
stable among Mo sulphides. It displays a peculiar structure, elucidated by Pauling in 1923 [417],
consisting of layers of MoS2 in which Mo atoms are each coordinated to 6 sulphide atoms, forming
not the usual octahedron, but rather a trigonal prism [58]. The layered structure favours the
easy cleavage along the planes, thus explaining also the lubricants properties. Indeed, being well
investigated as lubricant [418], MoS2 has recently attracted attention also as interesting material for
the development of catalysts in many hydrogenation and in general catalytic reactions [419,420].
By activating the MoS2 basal plane, the hydrogen evolution reaction (HER) could be further enhanced.
Theoretical and experimental results show that the S-vacancies are the catalytic sites in the basal
plane, where gap states around the Fermi level allow hydrogen to bind directly to exposed Mo atoms.
Molybdenum-sulphide-based catalysts has also found potential application in lithium-ion batteries
(LIBs) and supercapacitors (SCs) applications [27].
Also in this case, few papers dealing with functionalisation of this sulphide could be retrieved,
also because applications in bio-related disciplines have not yet been assessed. One of the most relevant
paper on derivatisation is one reporting on the synthesis of edge-oriented MoS2 nanosheets by the
evaporation of a single source precursor [40]. The surface chemistry of the MoS2 nanosheets has
been studied in order to evaluate the chemical reactivity of the basal planes and edges. In this case,
the functionalisation of the basal plane with 1-pyrene acetic acid allows the immobilization of DNA
and immunoglobins on the MoS2 basal plane for biosensing purposes. In particular, the MoS2 film
was treated with 1-pyrene acetic acid in order to introduce COOH groups on the basal planes of the
MoS2 for tethering to NH2-terminal DNA and proteins. 1-Pyrene acetic acid has four six-membered
rings which can adsorb via van der Waals bonding on graphitic-like planes. Evidence of the occurred
anchoring was provided by FT-IR showing that following treatment with 1-pyrene acetic acid and
washing with buffer solution. Distinct peaks at 1700 and 1650 cm−1 assignable to the C=O and C–C
stretching could be evidenced. Afterwards, EDC was used to activate the COOH groups of the MoS2
samples to facilitate the formation of amide bonds with theNH2-DNA probe. The DNA-immobilized
MoS2 was then used to assay for the labelled complementary DNA. By using the different emission
filters, the NH2-DNA probes and labelled targets were imaged separately, showing effectiveness of the
functionalisation procedure.
4. Conclusions
This review has collected the most relevant examples retrieved in the state of the art on nanostructured
transition metal sulphide surface chemistry and on selected case studies dealing with their
functionalisation. The main goal of this contribution was to provide an overview on the still
inhomogeneous and sometimes contradictory state-of-the-art in this field as well as to try to unify the
picture on the complex surface chemistry of this peculiar class of inorganic compounds. Endeavours
towards a deeper understanding of the presence and nature of different species on the sulphide
surface, their dependence on experimental factors (pH, temperature, potential, solvent etc.) and to
the development of effective functionalisation strategies leading to stable and robust anchoring of
the functionalising moieties, are challenging but worth to be pursued, since the establishment of
effective derivatisation strategies would enable to further widen the functional applications of metal
sulphides. This collection of relevant examples has also pointed out as, to address a systematic and
reliable investigation of metal sulphides surface, the combination of different analytical approaches
and theoretical tools is highly desired.
As outlined by Balantseva et al. [164], very few techniques are available to study the surface
properties of sulphide colloids, so that often indirect methods and combination of different analytical
tools are necessary. Among these, the use of in situ infrared spectroscopy has been proven, also in the
case of oxides, to be a very powerful tool, especially when coupled to theoretical modelling allowing
the calculation of energy, structure, and vibrational frequencies of simple molecules weakly interacting
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with the surface. Adsorption of small molecules, followed by DRIFT, has also demonstrated to be
useful to unveil acid/base properties of surfaces [421–425].
As outlined in Section 2.3, a further valuable tool in the understanding of NC/ligands interactions
is offered also by NMR spectroscopy. The possibilities offered by 1H solution NMR for the study of
colloidal nanocrystal ligands have been reviewed by Hens and Martins [253] and De Roo [251]. Using
CdSe and PbSe nanocrystals with tightly bound oleate ligands as examples, solution NMR for ligand
analysis was used. In particular, the authors explored the capabilities of diffusion ordered (DOSY) and
nuclear Overhauser effect (NOESY) spectroscopy as NMR-related techniques which enable bound
ligands to be distinguished from free ligands.
Additionally, as witnessed by the literature surveyed in this review, analytical methods to study
colloids such as zeta-potential measurements, combined with potentiometric titration, adsorption
and solution speciation modelling, could enable to unravel the effective nature of even complex
surfaces (in terms of surface acidity, surface stoichiometry and surface proton binding site), whose
chemistry has been shown to be affected, inter alia, by species concentration, pH, temperature,
surrounding environment.
In this regard, a still open challenging task for the chemist is to better understand the surface
chemistry of metal sulphides, its dependence from experimental parameters, and to design new
functionalisation strategies to effectively address their long-term stabilisation. In this endeavour,
the preparative chemist need to be supported also by theoreticians who are able to reliably model
the surface.
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